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The ouTDoor cAPiTAl of The SwAbiAn Alb region

ALBstAdt

The 45,000-inhabitant city in the south of baden-württemberg, situated in  
the Swabian Alb region, lies halfway between Stuttgart and lake constance.

in the lively pedestrian zones, colourful street cafés alternate with small  
boutiques. The weekly markets offer a large selection of fresh fruit and  
vegetables as well as regional meat and sausage products.

Albstadt is located on the high plateau and thanks to the impressive views 
from the steep Albtrauf drop-off is known as the “Penthouse of the Swabians”. 
with its wide juniper heaths, light-flooded forests and rugged rock formations, 
the countryside offers the best air quality, wide views and a wide range of 
leisure and recreational opportunities.

LocAtion: in the southwest of the Swabian Alb region in baden-württemberg
AreA: 134.42 km², of which 81% is covered by nature reserves and conservation areas
PoPuLAtion: 45,544
ALtitude: 580.5 m (eyach, Albstadt-laufen) up to 981.8 m (oberer berg, Albstadt-lautlingen)
districts: Ebingen, Tailfingen, Onstmettingen, Truchtelfingen, Pfeffingen, Lautlingen,  
laufen, Margrethausen, burgfelden
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PenThouSe of The SwAbiAnS
trAuFGÄnGe

Premium hikinG reGion trAuFGÄnGe
dramatic drop-offs and exceptional views: the perfect place for hikers to 
become true masters of the traufgang. ten premium hiking trails, includ-
ing two winter trails and one family trail, make Albstadt the top premium  
hiking region in Baden-Württemberg.

The extensive panoramic tours pass through spectacular natural scenery along 
the steeply declining Albtrauf, through wild juniper heaths and beech forests or 
past ancient rock formations - always impressing walkers with their outstand-
ing features. The premium hiking trails are between four and 17 kilometres 
long and offer options for daylong or multi-day tours. Picnic spots and cosy 
restaurants invite you to rest and stop along the way, because a hike without  
a decent snack is almost unthinkable in Swabia.  
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feel like you’re uP AnD AwAy 
Bikezone

exPerience the FLoW And ride oF the ALBtrAuF
A proven mountain bike route network with challenging single trails, 
the Bikepark Albstadt and numerous events such as the Albstadt Bike 
marathon and the uci mountain Bike World cup in Bullentäle ensure that 
the Albstadt Bikezone transforms into a real hotspot for mountain bikers 
in the summer months. 

The unique landscape with its crisp uphills and thrilling downhills provides 
challenges for MTb beginners as well as trail lovers alike.

besides your own power reserves, you can also recharge your e-bike batteries 
at your biker-friendly hosts. All in all: optimal conditions for high-profile MTb 
tours and bike holidays!
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in A winTer wonDerlAnD
on the White ALB

Winter At the ALBtrAuF
White forests, untouched nature, glittering blankets of snow. Winter on 
the Albtrauf is a very special time for snow lovers, nature lovers and  
winter sports enthusiasts.  

Through crunching snow past steep cliffs with views of the fairytale hohen-
zollern castle: hiking here becomes a real experience. Two well-maintained 
and clearly marked premium winter hiking trails guide walkers through the 
snow-covered winter landscape. 

cross-country skiers and skaters alike can enjoy perfectly groomed cross- 
country trails through juniper heaths and small wooded areas. furthermore,  
six localities in Albstadt also offer excellent ski lifts with floodlights where 
skiers and snowboarders can really let off some steam.
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A unique ATMoSPhere
cLeAr the stAGe

From strinG concerts to PuB crAWLs
Albstadt‘s events calendar offers theatre performances and concerts 
alongside an exciting programme beyond the classical stages. open-air 
concerts in the lively pedestrian precinct or as part of the christmas  
market guarantee a particularly lively atmosphere. 

every two years the “Albstädter literaturtage” (Albstadt literature Days) book 
festival – the largest of its kind in the Swabian Alb region – invites renowned 
authors and actors to a variety of readings and theatre performances. The 
youth series „#kulturundso“, presented for audiences between the ages of  
two and 20, impresses everyone with just how much fun culture can be.

Meanwhile, the university town‘s diverse pub landscape offers a variety of 
locations for every occasion: relaxed music evenings in a rustic ambience, 
beer tasting with the local master brewer, karaoke for self-proclaimed singing 
talents or simply – the perfect location for an exuberant party marathon  
with friends.
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MuSeuMS in AlbSTADT
creAtivity BeAts FruGALity

emBArk on A journey throuGh time
Baden-Württemberg is generally considered to be the land of inventors 
and thinkers - this also applies to Albstadt, because inventive talent has 
a long tradition here. For more than 250 years, the region has relied on 
textile production and precision mechanics including the construction of 
weighing scales. the “maschenmuseum” (mesh museum) stands out most 
notably as a symbol of the regional textile industry.

The Stauffenberg castle welcomes visitors to tour a memorial site commemo-
rating the nazi resistance fighters claus and berthold von Stauffenberg.  
The Jehle Music historical collection, which is also housed there, exhibits a  
variety of historical musical instruments in addition to a complete violin  
maker‘s workshop. 

The Albstadt Art Museum houses an internationally renowned collection of 
graphic art, including over 400 works on paper by otto Dix, as well as a collec-
tion dedicated to the landscapes of the Swabian Alb region. families can also 
discover the world of art whilst engaging and having fun at the youth art area.
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froM The Alb
reGionAL sPeciALities Food is served!

From rustic inns along the premium hiking trails “traufgänge” and  
mountain bike trails to chic cafés in the city centre: in the summer you  
can experience swabian hospitality on sunny terraces in the midst of the 
beautiful surrounding nature or sitting in cosy fireplace parlours during  
the cold season.  

culinary hosts not only offer the best Swabian cuisine such as Maultaschen or 
lentils with Spätzle, produced with seasonal and regional products, but they 
also provide additional services along the MTb trails and Traufgänge and are 
therefore perfectly equipped for accommodating hikers and mountain bikers. 

culinary hosts have been awarded the “qualitätsgastgeber wanderbares 
Deutschland” (hiking germany quality host) and “Schmeck den Süden”  
(Taste of the South) quality seals.
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wiTh A feel-gooD ATMoSPhere
Premium hosts

hosts in ALBstAdt
Albstadt‘s hosts will indulge you with swabian cuisine, comfortable beds 
and friendly service. From a modern, chic hotel to a rustic inn, an exclu-
sive apartment or a 5-star campsite with holiday bungalows and sleeping 
barrels – the guest is always the centre of attention here.

Peace and a feel-good atmosphere are the top priorities when being hosted in 
Albstadt whether in the middle of green meadows and quiet forests or even 
directly in the city centre. Some hosts also specialise in offering hiker-friendly 
services. These venues have been awarded the “qualitätsgastgeber wander-
bares Deutschland” (hiking germany quality host) seal. 
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Down below or high Above
Activity LocAtions

triP LocAtions
Whatever the weather, many excursion opportunities can be found in  
and around Albstadt for culture lovers as well as activity and nature  
enthusiasts. 

The bike park, climbing park and outdoor swimming pools featuring large play-
grounds and sunbathing areas offer plenty of space for adults and children who 
are hungry for some exercise to let off some steam. Albstadt‘s badkap leisure 
and wellness pool with its exciting games area and one of the largest sauna 
landscapes in the region attracts young and old bathers alike – not just on  
grey rainy days!  

while hohenzollern castle and Sigmaringen castle tell the story of Prussia with 
their distinguished halls, the Swabian Alb’s past can be experienced first hand 
at the Dormettingen “Schiefererlebnis” (Slate experience) which features fossils 
extracted from the local slate.
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